Creating a Safer Workplace after COVID-19 (virtual)
Space Planning and FF&E approaches to support health and wellness in the workplace
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 - 11:30am
Thursday, November 18, 2021 - 11:30am

About this Course: Redesigning the Workplace
This webinar will look at Space Planning and Interior Design solutions that are here to stay. Learn fundamental changes to various room types, material specifications, and FF&E selections that support a healthy workplace post COVID-19 and beyond.

Prerequisite Knowledge
An intermediate understanding of Space Planning and FF&E will be helpful to attendees but not required.

Learning Objective 1: We will take a look at different types of space that will need to be modified, along with financial considerations associated with these changes.

Learning Objective 2: We will discuss the important role of communication as it relates to a safe environment. We will review checklists for various room types that will also support safety modifications and new communications.

Learning Objective 3: We will review several examples of modifications that will support social distancing, and help increase confidence for those returning or visiting the workplace. We share a new approach to space planning that is more mindful of how to create a safer workspace.

Learning Objective 4: We will take a look at materials selections and how they play a role in maintaining a cleaner environment. We will share examples of FF&E selections that will be most helpful when making new purchases, and in some cases, retrofitting existing FF&E.

TO REGISTER SEND AN EMAIL TO: contactus@vargasassociates.com

Are You Making the Right Move? (virtual)
The benefits of using a Move Manager as part of your Project Delivery Strategy
Friday, October 8, 2021 - 11:30am
Wednesday, November 10, 2021 - 11:30am

About this Course
This course will explain how your clients can benefit when you incorporate a move manager into the project delivery team.

Prerequisite Knowledge
Attendees should be experienced with the delivery of client renovation or new build projects that require owners or tenants to transition operations within their space or to new locations.

Learning Objective 1: What is a Move Manager? Learn the role of the move manager and how they can contribute to the project delivery process.

Learning Objective 2: We’ll discuss how a Move Manager improves the project delivery strategy. We will take you through the top six reasons you can expect improvements to the project delivery process.

Learning Objective 3: We’ll explain when you should engage a Move Manager. Don’t make the mistake of waiting too long to engage a move manager. Their value starts earlier than you might think and a robust transition plan requires adequate time to properly develop into an executable tool.

Learning Objective 4: Budgeting for a Move Manager- There are many factors that drive costs associated with the work of a move manager. Learn what they are and how to quantify the level of effort your move manager will need to provide.